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INTRODUCTION 
  
APS Aquatics Centers are an important part of the Arlington community. The services 
provided save lives, build healthy lives of character and discipline, build an aquatics 
workforce and transform communities. APS Aquatics is excited and intends to restart 
service delivery to the community consistent with its mission and guidance from the 
State of Virginia, Virginia Department of Health (VDH), Arlington County and the 
Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). 
 
These guidelines reflect best practices and recommendations from several national 
aquatics’ association including USA Swimming, USA Water Polo, U.S. Masters Swimming, 
the Association of Aquatics Professional (AOAP), the Virginia Parks & Recreation 
Association Aquatic Resource Group (VRPA/ARG), the American Red Cross (ARC) and 
Starfish Aquatics Institute (SAI).  The reopening process and procedures will be amended 
as new information or guidance is released and as determined by the Arlington Public 
Schools Superintendent. 
 
Purpose of the Reopening Guide and Instruction: 
 
The purpose of the following reopening guide is to ensure the safety of staff and 
patrons. The guide's mission is to provide clarity to operating procedures and safety 
measures in order to foster the greatest understanding and collaboration among staff 
and the various groups of patrons that use our facilities. The procedures contained 
within will serve as the overriding directive to guide staff and patron behavior while 
working or participating in the activities offered at the APS Aquatics Centers including 
instruction, recreational programs, community partners and drop-in swimming. 
 
Guiding Principles: 

▪ Ensure a safe work environment for staff 
▪ Ensure a safe environment for patrons 
▪ Adjust as guidance changes from the VDH, Arlington County Health Department, 

CDC and School Superintendent 
▪ Be respectful of every staff and patron, their needs and their perspectives 

 
Procedures for Updates and Amendments: 
 
These guidelines and instructions will be updated as new information and guidance 
becomes available. The APS Director of Aquatics Management will serve as the 
primary Point Person for COVID-19 related updates affecting the Aquatics Centers 
operations.  The COVID-19 Point Person is responsible for compiling changes to the 
Reopening Guide, and for communicating all updates to staff and patrons.  This guide 
and any subsequent amendments are a culmination of information, discussion, and 
decisions made by the APS Executive Leadership Team and other local officials. 
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Each update to the guide will generate a new dated version indicated in footer of the pages of 
this document. Updates will be distributed to all active staff members by email with the 
amendments and changes bulleted in the body of the email. The most current version number 
will be posted at the front desk of each facility and available on the APS Aquatics website. 
 
Definition of Spaces within the Aquatics Centers 
 
Indoor aquatics centers may open, with some restrictions, established by the Governor’s Virginia 
Forward - Phase III. As part of this re-opening guidance, the aquatics facilities will have significant 
capacity limitations which will require changes to the way service is delivered to our 
varied user groups.  These limitations will continue during Phase III due to the 
physical distancing requirement of 10-feet. 
 
Facility capacity has been adjusted to address Phase III requirement - 10-foot of physical 
distancing from persons not from their household.  APS Aquatics plan strives to provide access 
to the greatest number of people at one time while adhering not only to lane but also locker 
room capacity and physical distancing requirement.   
 
STAFF POLICIES AND PROCEDURES - REPORTING TO WORK  
 

Conditions Required to Report to Work 

If a staff member, vendor, or contractor has traveled they will need to report this 
tothe Aquatics Director before they can be cleared to return to work or admitted into 
the facility.  Clearance will not be granted if they have traveled to a Level 2 or 3 
destination in the past 14 days.  Click here for travel advisory information 

A staff member, vendor or contractor must: 

▪ Wear a face covering or mask 
▪ Use hand sanitizer as you enter the building 
▪ Temperature must be below 100.4 degrees. 
▪ Screen check to have no signs COVID-19. 

Staff and vendors will NOT be allowed admittance if any of the above conditions are not met. 
If any staff cannot be verified it is their responsibility to contact their supervisor immediately. 
 

Face covering and Staff: 

APS Aquatics will provide 1-3 everyday face coverings to each employee based on 
the number of weekly shifts scheduled.  These coverings are now part of the 
required uniform and failure to use them may result in disciplinary action. Face 
coverings will be replaced as needed due to wear, however replacement due to 
loss or damage resulting from misuse will be subject to a replacement fee. Face 
coverings must be worn over the mouth and nose during rotations, cleaning, at 
check in station, and during "down" time. 

https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/traveladvisories/traveladvisories.html/
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▪ Lifeguards will wear their face covering while on duty.   

o When on surveillance, lifeguards will be required to lower their face 
covering in anticipation of having to go in the water to make a save.  

▪ Before getting out of the lifeguard stand for rotation, the lifeguard will: 
o Place the face covering back on their face.  
o Sanitize the guard stand while the oncoming guard is providing 

surveillance. 
▪ If a lifeguard goes into the water for a rescue, the face covering will be removed  

o Upon exiting the water, the rescuing lifeguard will put on a surgical mask to 
provide care for the victim.  

o All other lifeguards responding to the emergency will ensure a proper 
fitting surgical mask and face shield is on. If a lifeguard's mask gets wet, a 
backup mask or a surgical mask may be worn. 

▪ Staff in closed offices may relax their mask only if they are working at a personally 
assigned workstation in a personally assigned office space and there is no other 
person in the office or office doorway. 

 
To ensure the safety of all staff and patrons, all staff members will be screened 
for illness prior to reporting to their workstation.  The APS Aquatics staff 
screening station will be at the front desk.  
 
Health Screening 
 
Screening will consist of a temperature check and a questionnaire. The employee will 
then be instructed to proceed to work or to contact the shift manager.   
 
When entering the building and proceeding to the screening station, staff will: 
 
▪ Wear face covering over mouth and nose  
▪ Sanitize or wash hands. DO NOT PROCEED BEFORE COMPLETING THIS STEP. 
▪ Check in at the Visitor Manager station before proceeding to work.   
 
APS Aquatics Emergency Paid Sick Leave: 
 
To request emergency paid sick leave, as provided under the Families First 
Coronavirus Response Act and APS Sick Leave Policy, employee should contact 
Human Resources office to receive instructions on how to proceed.   
 
Contact Tracing 
 
If APS Aquatics is notified of a staff member or patron who has tested positive for 
COVID-19, APS Aquatics will immediately report it to the APS Emergency Manager 
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who will take the necessary and established steps according to local health 
department protocol and APS guidelines. 
 
If a staff member learns of a positive test of a patron, the name of the patron needs 
to be immediately reported the Aquatics Director, Helena Machado at 
helena.machado@apsva.us.  The Aquatics Director will be responsible for 
immediately reporting to the APS Emergency Manager.    
  
 
 
 
 
 
Vendor and Contractor Check in 
 
Vendors and contractors will be required to fill out a written questionnaire. The temperature 
check must be performed using an APS provided thermometer.  Per CDC – Check and Record 
Everyday (CARE) an individual temperature must be lower 100.4 degrees Fahrenheit (low 
grade fever for an adult).  
 
When entering the building and before proceeding to the check in station, vendors 
and contractors will: 
 
▪ Wear face covering or mask placed over the mouth and nose. 
▪ Sanitize or wash hands. DO NOT PROCEED BEFORE COMPLETING THIS STEP. 
▪ Complete a verbal screening questionnaire. 
▪ Submit to a temperature check by APS Staff.  A failed temperature test will be 

followed by a second, confirming test.  
▪ In the case of a confirmed failed temperature test, the MOD will be notified, and 

the vendor will not be granted admission 
▪ The MOD should notify the aquatics director so that they can follow up with the 

vendor                                                                                       

▪ When the vendor or contractor has cleared screening, they may proceed to 
complete their task 

▪ Face covering/masks must always be worn while in the building.   
 
Manager on Duty and COVID Duty Officer  
APS Aquatics facilities will always be staffed by a manager on duty (MOD). The MOD 
will: 
 
▪ Be responsible for addressing violations and supervise routine disinfection of the 

aquatics center.  
▪ Be responsible for verifying staff members health assessments and controlling 

access to the building.  

Under no circumstances should staff members release the name of a patron or 
staff member who tests positive unless directed to do so by the APS Aquatics 

Director, who will take direction from APS Emergency Manager. 
 

mailto:helena.machado@apsva.us
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▪ Be expected to make routine rounds of the building and address any safety issues 
or violations.  

▪ Never leave their post unattended and must always be reachable by two-way 
radio. 

▪ Address reports of behavior violations by staff, patrons, vendors, and contractors 
that concern the safety procedures established in this document.   

o If the violation is occurring with a staff member, the MOD should correct 
the behavior with a gentle reminder and report it by email to the staff 
member's direct supervisor or the aquatics director for further attention.   

o The MOD has the authority to immediately remove any staff member from 
the premises for violating the APS Aquatics face cover policy, or because of 
suspected illness. 

▪ If the violator is a patron, the MOD should identify themselves and kindly educate 
the individual why they are in violation and request that the patron comply with 
the current procedures.  Each violation will be recorded on the MOD Violation 
Record 

o If a violator continues to violate policy or procedure, the MOD should 
contact APS Aquatics Director for next steps.  

 
The Role of the APS Aquatics Professional Rescuer 
 
The APS Aquatics lifeguard is a professional rescuer under the Duty to Act standard.  
Training and response standards will be altered in accordance with industry best 
practices and protocols, to best support the life safety needs of any APS Aquatics 
patrons during a pandemic, epidemic of local significant disease outbreak. 
 
Lifeguards are trained in CPR and First Aid and are also trained and drilled in professional 
rescuing in the aquatic environment. The following modification to protocol will be in 
effect during Phase II and Phase III operations. 
 

Physical Distance Exclusion zone around Lifeguard Stands and Workstations 

 
APS Aquatics will have a floor tape exclusion zone around each lifeguard stand, 
extending 6-feet from the base of the stand in all directions. Each stand will also have 
signage indicating the exclusion zone should not be violated to maintain proper 
physical distance in the aquatics center. 

 
Face covering on surveillance 
 
APS Aquatics staff and participants will be required to wear face covering while inside 
the APS Aquatics facilities.  APS Aquatics provides a minimum of two face covers per 
staff person.  Medical exemptions for the type and material of mask can be made and 
approved by the Aquatics Director in alignment with APS guidelines.  
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Lifeguards will wear an APS Aquatics face covering while on duty. Face coverings 
should be worn over the mouth and nose during rotations and "down" time 
Lifeguards have a few exemptions from the face covering rule as professional 
rescuers. 
 

▪ If a lifeguard needs to blow their whistle to either correct behavior or activate the 
facility Emergency Action Plan (EAP), they may lower their face covering to blow 
the whistle.  

▪ When in the lifeguard stand, lifeguards will be required to lower their face 
covering in anticipation entering the water to perform a rescue. 

▪ If a lifeguard goes into the water for a rescue, the mask should be removed. 
▪ Upon exiting the water, the rescuing lifeguard will put on a surgical mask to 

provide care for the victim.  Surgical masks will be added to the hip-pack personal 
kit, the Yellow Rescue Bag, and mini response bags located at each lifeguard 
stand. 

▪ All other lifeguards responding to the 
emergency will also use a surgical mask 
while providing care 

▪ If a lifeguard's mask gets wet, a backup 
mask or a surgical mask may be worn. 

▪ Lifeguards on surveillance may relax the 
mask to hydrate or relieve. from heat as 
long as there are no patrons within 10-feet 
of the stand 

 
Rescue Tubes 
Lifeguards will be issued a rescue tube to use for the duration of a shift and are 
responsible for disinfecting it and placing it in the designated “clean” area at the end 
of their shift.  Lifeguards will not share rescue tubes during the shift. 
 
First Aid and Emergency Response Bags - Yellow Rescue Bags 
 
In addition to the Response Bag (Yellow Bag) kept at the from desk, APS Aquatics has 
added bag valve masks (BVMs), gloves and surgical mask to all Lifeguard station to aid 
in the quick delivery of ventilation during a life-threatening emergency.  The 
Response Bag will have the usual first aid equipment to include a BVM, non-latex 
gloves, AED, and Oxygen.  Additional PPE in the bags will include surgical masks.  
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Emergency Response Procedures 
 
For an unconscious victim with no pulse - on land or in water 
After activating the EAP, the responding lifeguard will put on PPE which will include 
non-latex gloves, and surgical mask in place of the face covering, and then will: 
 
▪ Expose the victim's chest and begin CPR with chest compressions.  
▪ Chest compressions will continue until an additional rescuer is ready with the 

BVM.  
o No rescuer will provide ventilations with a resuscitation mask. All 

ventilations will be provided with a BVM. 
o If a BVM is not available, rescuers will omit ventilations.  Chest compressions and 

use of AED will continue until additional care arrives and takes over. 
o Once the patient's care is complete all surgical masks, gloves, and other soiled 

equipment will be placed in a small trash bag and sealed or immediately be 
disinfected. 
 

For an unconscious victim with a pulse - on land or in water 
 
After activating the EAP, the APS Aquatics responding lifeguard will put on PPE which 
will include non-latex gloves, surgical mask in place face covering, and then will: 
 
▪ Monitor the victim for any changes.   
▪ Be prepared to immediately start CPR and ventilations with a BVM if needed.  
▪ Take a brief medical history from a family member or friend, if present.   
▪ Once the patient's care is complete all surgical masks, gloves, and other soiled 

equipment will be placed in a small trash bag and sealed or immediately be 
disinfected. 

 

For a conscious victim - Life threatening or Non-life threatening  

(includes all First Aid Responses by APS Aquatics Staff) 

 
After activating the EAP, the APS Aquatics responding lifeguard will put on PPE which 
will include non-latex gloves, surgical mask in place of face covering, and then will: 
 
▪ Put a surgical mask on the patient.  
▪  Provide care as normal.  
▪  Once the patient's care is complete all surgical masks, gloves, and other soiled 

equipment will be placed in a small trash bag and sealed or immediately be 
disinfected. 
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Rescue for a victim with a suspected spinal injury 
 
If a spinal injury is suspected in the water, the pools will be cleared to allow the 
necessary number of rescuers to respond.  After activating the EAP, all Lifeguards 
entering the water will Remove their mask before entering the water.  
 
▪ All "dry” rescuers will ensure that proper PPE are on including non-latex gloves, 

surgical mask in place of face covering. 
▪ Rescue team will work together to stabilize and extricate the victim.  
▪ Once the victim is on land and it is safe to do so, a surgical mask will be placed on 

the victim. If the victim is in respiratory distress, arrest or cardiac arrest a surgical 
mask will not be applied.  

▪ Care will be provided as normal.  
▪ Once the patient's care is complete all surgical masks, gloves, and other soiled 

equipment will be placed in a small trash bag and sealed or immediately be 
disinfected. 

 
Shared Workspace and Meetings 
 
▪ APS Aquatics staff will not occupy the same office space at the same time.  When 

it is necessary to share office space, only one person will occupy the space at one 
time during a shift. 

▪ Each person using an office, private or shared, is responsible for completely 
disinfecting all spaces and equipment before leaving. 

▪ Staff and group meeting will continue to occur virtually and by phone. 
▪ Staff members should not cross the threshold to any closed office.  
▪ The table below provides guidance for how office spaces will be assigned, but is 

subject to change as operations move to more normal status. 
 

Facility Workspace Assigned to 

Wakefield 
Aquatics Center Operations Office  

Aquatics Manager 

Facility Manager 

Pool Managers Office Pool Manager 

Front Desk  Asst. Instructor/Manager 

Classroom Staff break area 

Facility Workspace Assigned to 

Washington-Liberty 
Aquatics Center 

Operations Office Pool and Facility Manager 

Managers Office Aquatic Manager 

Classroom Staff break area 

Mezzanine CLOSED 
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▪ Lifeguards not assigned to surveillance, front desk or cleaning duties will be 
allowed to take a break in the pool classroom. 

▪ Other programs team members (DPR) will be assigned a workspace on deck 
when programs resume. 

 

Staff break and eating area 

▪ Staff is encouraged, whenever possible, to take their break on the sundeck (where 
available) or in their cars.  

▪ Staff members who are on break, at lunch, or need to eat inside the facility, must 
do so in the area as designated by each facility   

o This will be the only formal break area inside the facility where staff will be 
allowed to relax their face covering but only while occupying the space 
alone. 

• Staff must fully disinfect the area, other than the mezzanine floor, within 10 feet 
of where the staff member was sitting after each personal use. 

• Staff members with an individual office workspace, away from all other staff and patrons, 
may relax their mask and eat at their workstation. As always, they need to ensure they 
have 10-feet of social distance at their workstation. 

 
Hydration while on duty 
 
It is understood that staff need to stay hydrated throughout the day.  Lifeguards may 
drink water from a personal water bottle or beverage container while on the 
lifeguard stand. If not on the stand, staff may hydrate in place but must face a wall 
and be sure no participant or staff member is within 10 feet of them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Facility Workspace Assigned to 

Yorktown  
Aquatics Center 

Manager Office (1) Aquatics Manager/Instructor 

Manager Office (2) Pool/Facility Manager 

Front Desk  Check in Station 

Classroom Staff break area 

Until further notice, everyone including patrons, 

must wear a face covering while moving about in 

the aquatics center. 
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GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR PATRON ACCESS 
 
Facility Access and Exit 
 
Patrons access to the facility will be controlled in order to ensure compliance with 
capacity and physical distancing restrictions.   
 
▪ During Phase III patrons will be required to reserve a swim/activity session (lap 

swimming, water exercise/jogging and later diving and family swim). Activity 
sessions will be 45 minutes in length.  

▪ Patrons will be admitted 15 minutes before their scheduled session and will be 
required to: 

o Complete and health screening for COVID-19 including a temperature check 
o Take a shower and proceed to the pool deck 
o Place personal belongings in the designated areas on deck 

▪ At the conclusion of the swim session, patrons may choose to exit the facility 
immediately using the emergency exit on deck, or to return to one of the unisex 
changing rooms to change out of their swimsuit. 

o Post swim session changing time must not exceed 15 min. 
 

Participant health screening 
 
All patrons must complete a health screening to COVID-19 at the designated station 
before checking in for their scheduled session. 
 
As patrons approach the entryway there will be markings on the ground indicating 
where to stand to enforce 10-feet of physical distance for all swimmers while waiting 
to enter the building.  Upon entering the building, every patron must: 
▪ Use the hand sanitizer station located at the front door.  
▪ Proceed to the check in station to complete a verbal questionnaire.   

o Questions are posted on APS Aquatics webpage and will also be clearly 
posted at entrance to the building and the check in station.  

o Health check in station will be in the entrance hallway before reaching the 
admission check in 

▪ When an individual is under 18 years old, a guardian must accompany the 
individual to answer the questionnaire for the child.  

o For clients of DPR class programs, one adult guardian or appointed 
guardian may enter with the student.  

o Only one adult will be allowed per student. Children who are not 
participating in a class or program will not be permitted to enter the 
facility beyond the check-in station.   
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o Adult patrons who are seeking entry must answer the verbal screening 
questionnaire for themselves as well as the minor student.   

▪ Arlington Aquatics Club (AAC ) and other swim team or community partners 
groups participants under the age of 18 must be accompanied to the check 
in/screening station by a guardian.  

o For situations regarding carpooling or individuals who are of age to 
drive themselves to the aquatics center, but are not yet 18, a 
questionnaire must be filled out in advance by a legal guardian.   

o The questionnaire can be printed and sent with the child participant. 
o A health screening questionnaire is required each day a participant 

enters the aquatics center for any activity.  
o Parents of AAC or any community partners group will NOT be allowed to 

enter the facility beyond the check in station.  This will assist us in 
maintaining distancing and density regulations and to keep density low 
and safety high. 

 

Face Covering/Mask for Patrons 
 
Virginia Phase III guidelines require the use of face covers by everyone while in 
public venues.  This guidance is a current best practice to help reduce potential 
virus transmission. These face coverings do not need to be FDA Approved N95 or 
higher, but shall be washable, comfortable, and can be made from multiple 
materials, synthetic or cotton.  

 
▪ Patrons may remove their face covering while showering and on deck as the final 

preparation for entering the water  
▪ After the workout and upon exiting the pool, participants will put their mask on 

first before the rest of their clothing to protect those around them and in the 
aquatics center.  

▪ It is imperative that while face coverings are removed or relaxed, all occupants 
maintain 10-feet of physical distance from others while in the aquatics center. 

 
Front Desk Operations and Handling Payments: 
 
▪ To help mitigate any potential spread of the virus unknowingly, APS Aquatics will 

operate as much as possible on a cashless system. Credit cards will be the 
preferred form of payment and most transaction will be conducted online.     

▪ All credit cards transactions done in person will require the participant to slide 
their own card through the card reader. 

o If the card reader fails to read the card, patrons will place it on the desk for 
staff to read. Staff will not touch the card. 

It is important to note, no person will be allowed entrance to the aquatics 
center without a temperature check and being able to answer a verbal 
questionnaire or have a written questionnaire submitted for each day's 

participation 
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Touch Screens, Pens, Phones and Computers 
 
Touch screen areas must be wiped after each use. Pens, once used, must be placed in 
the “used” basket to be sanitized using a sanitizer and cloth.  Once cleaned the pens 
will be placed in the "sanitized pen" basket. Phones and computers must be wiped 
down before any new staff uses them with a disinfecting cloth and sanitizer. 
 
Customers with Hearing Difficulty 
 
For customers with hearing difficulty who rely on reading lips: APS Aquatics will have 
a sign at the front desk asking them to identify themselves. The front desk staff will 
remove their mask, place a face shield on and talk to the customer. Once the 
transaction or screening is complete, the front desk staff member will remove the 
face shield and place their mask back on their face. 
 

Restrooms and Restroom Assignments by Group 

 
▪ All swimmers will be required to shower before entering the pool.  Access to the 

locker rooms will be controlled in order to maintain 10-foot physical distancing 
requirements.  

▪ All clothing, gear, and belongings must fit into a single bag. 
▪ Participant bags must be taken on deck and placed on a dot in the designated area 

on the pool deck.   
▪ Walking and health aides can be brought to the pool as needed.  
▪ Belongings for class participants must stay with a parent or in the case of adult 

lessons, be placed on a yellow dot in the designated area on deck. 
▪ Patrons who wish to change out of their swimsuit, will be permitted to use unisex 

changing rooms at the end their assigned time.  In order to facilitate cleaning and 
the entry of the next scheduled group, changing time is limited to 15 minutes. 

▪ Use of sinks, and toilets during a scheduled swim session will be restricted to the 
Unisex Changing rooms. 

 
ENVIRONMENTAL DISINFECTION AND HYGIENE 
 

Routine Disinfection Process and Materials 

 
▪ To disinfect all surfaces in the aquatics center, APS Aquatics uses KBQ 256 

Disinfectant which meets the EPA's criteria for use against SARS-CoV-2, the 
cause of COVID-19. 

▪ APS Aquatics staff will routinely perform disinfection led by the APS Aquatics 
MOD.  Disinfection of high contact areas such as counter tops, doors, showers and 
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faucet handles, benches, bleachers and handrails will take place every two hours 
the facility is open.   

▪ Complete disinfection of locker rooms, public rest rooms, deck and front desk will 
be completed daily as per Virginia and local health department requirements. 

▪ The APS Aquatics MOD or staff can activate an additional ROUTINE DISINFECTION 
when needed. The areas to be disinfected include the following: 

 

Front of the House 

Front Doors 
Classroom Doors 

Door handles, door edges, panic buttons 

Furniture  Tabletops, chairs seats and backs 
Front desk computer & peripherals Keyboard, touch screens, mouse and pens 
Windows (classrooms and front door) Edges, windowsills, glass 

Handicap access buttons Vending machine buttons and glass 

Public Restrooms 

Doors, handles and edges 
Counters, sink and faucet handles 
Hand dryers 
Stall door latches and door edges 
Partitions including edges 
Toilets, seats and flush handles 
Sinks and faucet handles 
Hand dryers 

Front Desk Equipment Computers & peripherals; pens etc. 
Front desk drawer/doors handle Trash cans, lids and flappers 

Back of the House 

Instructional Pool 
Competition Pool 

Ladder rails 
Bleachers seats and rails 

Locker Rooms 

Stalls door, door handles and edges & Partitions 
Hand/Hair dryers 
Toilets, seats and flusher handles 
Shower handles  

Offices  Doors, handles, ledges and glass 
Desktops, phones and computers 

 

Back of the House (Continued) 

Rescue tubes End of shifts 

Lifeguard Chairs Rails, seats and radio 

Mechanical and Storage Rooms Door handles, edges  

Internal doors  Handles, edges (front and back) 
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End of day cleaning and floor disinfection 
 
▪ A routine disinfection process is completed each day at closing after all patrons 

have left the building.  
▪ The pool decks will be disinfected nightly by the pool staff using a neutral 

disinfectant.   
▪ Disinfectant will be applied to the deck and allowed 10 minutes of dwell time 

before removed with the floor cleaner. 
▪ APS custodial staff will clean the building each day as normal. They will also 

disinfect lobby, classroom and bathroom floors each day. 

HVAC and Air Turnover Statement and Amended Procedures 
 
▪ APS Aquatics will be altering its HVAC operation in the pool area to align with 

current best practices as they relate to COVID-19 safety. 
▪ APS Aquatics will place all pool HVAC in an operations mode that allows for the 

greatest amount of air to be exhausted and replaced with fresh outside air. This 
practice will not only maintain a negative pressure relative to adjacent spaces but 
will also turn over the air in the pool areas at a higher rate. 

▪ This new protocol may impact the ability to cool and dehumidify the air in the 
summer months. Users may notice that spaces are warmer and more humid than 
they have come to enjoy at APS Aquatic facilitie.s This change will be highly 
dependent upon outdoor air conditions.  

▪ APS will work to maintain the best balance between air exchange and humidity to 
provide the safe and healthy air to swimmers.   

▪ Mechanical failure of HVAC equipment that prevents the recommended air 
exchange will result in the closing of the facility until repairs can be completed. 

 
APS Aquatics Water Quality and Sanitization 
 
APS Aquatics maintain normal pool water quality standard and procedures in 
accordance with guidelines and requirements mandated by Arlington County Health 
Code and in compliance with the Model Aquatics Health Code [MAHC). These 
guidelines include, but are not limited to the following: 
 
▪ Sodium Hypochlorite (Bleach) is used as the primary sanitizer 3.0 parts per million 

[PPM) by employing computer-controlled feed systems that continuously 
monitors the condition of the water. 

▪ The effectiveness of the primary sanitizer is dependent on the pH of the water. A 
pH of 7.4-7.5 will be maintained to promote a higher degree of effectiveness. 

▪ APS Aquatics also employs a secondary sanitation method with the use of 
ultraviolet (UV) disinfection. UV radiation has been employed in industries such as 
health care and manufacturing as a method of disinfection and has been in used 
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at all APS facilities since 2018.  All UV systems are regularly monitored and 
maintained to MAHC standards. 

▪ APS Aquatics centers are equipped with either high rate sand filters or 
regenerative media filters.  Water flow and circulation is monitored every two 
hours and filters are backwashed as required by Arlington Health Department and 
MAHC standards.    

APS AQUATICS PROGRAMS OPERATION GUIDELINES 

Fitness Swimming (Lap Swimming, Water Joggers/Walkers & Water Exercise) 

General Guidelines 
▪ Lap swimming, water exercise (walking, jogging and water aerobics and diving are 

permitted during Phase II and Phase III. 
 
o APS Aquatics members, pass holders, and drop-in swimmers will be able to reserve 

space for a 45-min session at designated times (schedule details below) to swim 
laps, water jog, or water exercise.  Opportunities for Senior Only Admission 
are incorporated into the schedule.   

o Group lane reservations will not be permitted.  Limited, non-peak time community 
partners opportunities may be available, and requests will be evaluated on a case 
by case basis.  Such reservations will be subject normal third-party use regulations 
and charges.   

 
▪ Phase III  permits unstructured activities for small groups including children while 

maintaining 10-foot physical distancing between groups.  APS Aquatics will explore 
opportunities to add this activity in the future. 

▪ Guidelines permit up to than 3-swimmer per lane.  However, due to 10-feet physical 
distancing requirement in effect for locker rooms, other space limitations and the 
challenges of sharing the of lanes by swimmers of differing speeds, APS Aquatics will 
accept reservations for 2-swimmers per lane.    
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▪ Water jogging and water exercise areas will be designated outside of the lap 
lanes, to help ensure the most efficient use of available pool space during each 45-
minute session. 

▪ Number of spaces available for these activities will vary from pool to pool and may 
be greater during non-peak times. 

 
Senior Swims 
 
▪ In consideration of our Senior patrons’ (65 and older) higher risk for infection to COVID-19, 

APS Aquatics will have designated Senior Swim Sessions at each pool.  Patrons in this 
group will be able to participate in lap swimming, water jogging and water exercise by 
reserving space during times when only seniors will be admitted.     

 
▪ Patrons 65 years or older are encouraged to select a Senior session when making their 

reservations, but are also permitted to reserve space during non-senior times 
 
Other Programs 
 
Drop-In Adult Water Polo 
 
This program is suspended until further notice.  Unstructured activities are not currently 
permitted, and neither is playing water polo games.  This is because it is not possible to 
maintain the required 10-feet physical distancing.   
 
APS will resume this program as soon as it is possible and will continue to explore options that 
will permit water polo players to resume their activity at some level.  These may include 
conditioning, drills and other training activities that do not require coming within less than 10-
feet of another player. 
 
Open Swim and Adaptive Family Swim  
 
This program is suspended for the time being.   Unstructured activities are not currently 
permitted, due to the challenges of maintaining and enforcing 10-foot physical distancing.   
These programs will resume as soon as permitted by changing guidelines. 
 
Pool Schedule 
 
The pools will operate as close as possible to the normal community swim schedule.  
In order to allow for adequate COVID-19 screening, physical distancing, and facility 
cleaning, the schedule will reflect 45-minute swim sessions (by reservation) with a 15-
minute scattered start.  This is necessary to ensure the proper distancing in the locker 
room and check in area.  Several “Senior (65+) Swim” sessions will be schedule at the 
three pools.  Seniors are not restricted to these sessions. 
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The schedule below aims to provide our patrons the greatest opportunity to 
participate in the activities permitted during Phase II.  Staff will review usage, 
consider patron feedback and, as the response to COVID-19 permits, adjust the 
schedule  to allow for expanded activities such as structured and unstructured youth 
swimming, water exercise classes, swimming, water polo and synchronized swimming 
teams, and community partners groups. 
 
Schedules will vary by facility.   Please see attached pool schedule grid in the addendum 
section or click on the links below to be directed to our website for details regarding each pool 
 
Wakefield Aquatics Center (Wakefield will open in mid-to late August due to major 
maintenance being performed in the entire building.  The schedule will be made available 
once the pool is scheduled to re-open. 
 
Washington-Liberty Aquatics Center – Click on the Pool name be taken to the APS Aquatics 
website and the schedule of the activity sessions currently offered at Washington-Liberty Pool 
 
Yorktown Aquatics Center  – Click on the Pool name be taken to the APS Aquatics website 
and the schedule of the activity sessions currently offered at Yorktown Pool 
 
Reserving a Swim Time: 
 
Patrons will be required to make a reservation to use the pool for lap swimming, water 
jogging, water exercise, and in the future other activities as permitted.  The session are as 
follows: 
 
▪ Sessions have been set up to allow a 15-min check in time, followed by a 45-min swim; 

patrons are asked to exit immediately following their swim.   
▪ Registration will open at 8 am the day before (for example on Monday, at 8 am, a patron 

will be able to reserve a session for any time on Tuesday.  
▪ Reservations may be made as long as there are vacancies  
▪ Patrons will be able to reserve only one session each day.  This is intended to help ensure 

all our patrons have an opportunity to reserve space. 
▪ Only Arlington residents or current non-resident membership holders will be permitted to 

reserve a swim session at this time.   
▪ Drop-in Swim Fees for resident and non-residents will apply. 
 
Reserving your Swim Session  
 
Setting up  a Self-Service Account 
 
APS Aquatics is launching a Self-Service option offered by our Member Management software 
(EZFactility).  This service will allow for the reservation process needed at this time, and it will 
also allow for the online renewal of your membership or swim pass in the future. 

https://apsva.sharepoint.com/:x:/r/sites/AquaticsManagement/_layouts/15/Doc.aspx?sourcedoc=%7B0D1DFDE4-3C0C-4D0E-9CFA-B4AEEA442209%7D&file=Re-Opening%20Schedule%20Plan_all.xlsx&action=default&mobileredirect=true
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Patrons who hold a membership or swim pass, and have provided an email address will 
receive an email invitation to join Self-Service: 
 
 
Click on Accept the Invitation. 
 
You will be prompted to create a self-serve login and password, and click on REGISTER  
 
You are now ready to use our Self-Service portal to book your Swim Session Reservation. 
 
 
If you are not currently a member, or did not receive the invitation, you may still join the Self-
Service portal using this link:  APS Aquatics Self-Service Portal 
 
Please follow directions provided on the portal to register and set up your self-service 
account.  Once your account is created you will be able to access the reservation portal to 
purchase your swim/activity time. 
 
Setting up a Self-Service account is required of ALL individuals wishing to reserve a lap lane 
or space for water exercise or water jogging online.  This will be the most efficient method 

for booking your swim time 
 
Patrons who are unable to access the 
Self-Service Portal may contact the 
Aquatics Office customer line at 703-228-
6263 to make a reservation by phone.  
The Customer telephone line will be 
answered from 8:00 am - 4:00 pm.   
 
 
 
 
 

Booking your Session 
Once you have logged into the Self-Service Portal, using the user- name and password you 
have created you will be taken a welcome screen:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://arlingtonaquatics.ezfacility.com/
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Select a session from the schedule                              Overlay Screen will appear 
Click on BOOK SESSION    Click on BUY PACKAGE 
 

  
         
Select the correct Package (Admission Fee)                 Enter Credit Card information 
Click on BUY                                                                        Click on COMPLETE CHECKOUT 
     
You will be taken back to YOUR SCHEDULE PAGE showing your reservations 
An invoice, which will serve as your confirmation, will be sent to your email. 
 
Paying for your Swim Session: 
 
Memberships and Swim Passes that were current on March 14, 2020 have been frozen, which 
results in an extension of the expiration date equal to the period of the freeze.  In response to 
feedback from patrons, who are concerned about the limited access to the pools the 
memberships and passes will remain frozen.  Patrons will be required to pay the 
corresponding drop-in admission fee ($6.30 for adult; $4.10 for Seniors 60+; children $2.50) 
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each time they book the session online or by phone.  These daily admission fees are not 
refundable. 
 
Members who prefer to have their membership re-activated, may do so by sending an email 
to helena.machado@apsva.us.  Your membership will be activated and set up to book swim 
sessions against your membership. Regretfully, this option is not available to pass holders.  All 
memberships and passes will be activated when the pools are able to operate without 
requiring a reservation.   
 
Admission to the Swim Session 
 
To help safeguard the health of our patrons and staff, everyone booking a swim session will be 
asked to complete a self COVID-19 self-screening.  (See Questions below).  If you answer YES 
to any of the questions, please DO NOT proceed with your reservation.  The same question 
will be asked at the time of check in, and if you answer YES to any of the questions, you will 
not be permitted to enter the pool.  There will be no record of either of these screenings. 
 

Health Screening Questions (as per VDH) 

Are you currently experiencing fever (100.4 degrees Fahrenheit or higher) or a sense of 
having a fever? 

Are you experiencing new cough that cannot be attributed to another health 
condition? 

Are you experiencing new shortness of breath that cannot be attributed to another 
health condition? 

Are you experiencing new chills cannot be attributed to another health condition 

Are you experiencing new sore throat that cannot be attributed to another health 
condition? 

Are you experiencing new muscle aches cannot be attributed to another health 
condition or specific activity (such as physical exercise) 

Are you experiencing a new loss of taste or smell? 

Have you been in contact with someone in the past 14 days with suspected or confirmed 
COVID-19? 

 
▪ Sessions of no more than 8-10 swimmers will be scheduled in a staggered pattern to allow 

for distancing while in the locker room or moving throughout the building.   
▪ Your reservation will indicate your SWIM time.  Swimmer will be admitted in the facility 15 

min before the swim session to allow for check in screening.  (For example, you may book 
a swim session from 8:00-8:45 am with a check in time of 7:45 am). 

▪ This will allow each patron to complete the health screening, check in, take a shower and 
make their way to the assigned lane/space.   

▪ Each group of 8-10 patrons will be given a different color writs band to assist the staff in 
monitoring lane assignments and swim time.   

mailto:helena.machado@apsva.us
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▪ Lane speed signs will be replaced with color designation, to help distance the swimmers at 
the start and end of their swim session. 

▪ It is most important that patrons arrive on time.  Late arrivals (5 minutes into the swim 
time) will not be permitted to enter the pool and will forfeit their reservation. 

▪ Staff will manage the number of patrons permitted to enter the locker room at one time in 
order to ensure required distancing.  Patrons are asked to be attentive to: 

o The required 10-foot distancing  
o Use the designated “stand here” floor markings 
o Change and shower as quickly as possible to allow all swimmers in the group to 

enter the pool on time and complete their 45-minute session. 
▪ You may swim the full 45 min of your session or chose to end your swim earlier.  You will 

not be able to extend your swim time.    
▪ Patrons will enter through the main doors.   
▪ Check-in will be located at the main entrance, and/or the front desk depending on 

the pool.  A COVID-19 health questionnaire must be completed at the entrance. 
▪ Face coverings are required to enter the facility and must remain on until you are 

ready to shower; face covering should be worn while accessing the pool deck 
▪ Once cleared, the patron will proceed to the locker room, to change and take a 

shower before swimming 
o All clothing items will be placed in one bag which will be taken on deck and 

place in the designated area.   Lockers will NOT be available for storing 
clothing and personal items. 

o Once on deck, and ready to enter the water, face covering may be removed 
and stored in your bag. 

▪ The unisex changing rooms will be accessible if a patron requires a restroom 
during a swim session. 

▪ At the end of each 45-min session, patrons will put on their face covering, grab 
their belongings exit through the emergency doors directly off the pool deck. 

 
Training Equipment: 
 
▪ Training equipment such as kickboards, fins, paddles, buoys, dumbbells, and 

jogging belts that were previously provided by APS Aquatics will NOT be available 
until further notice. 

▪ Patrons are encouraged to bring their personal training equipment.  
▪ For your convenience, APS Aquatics will have new equipment available for 

purchase.   
▪ Water Joggers using a floatation belt must be able to put them on and take them 

off by themselves. Walking aids can be used to walk to the pool area the 
participant will be using. 
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Space: 
APS Aquatics will facilitate general access to Arlington citizens including membership 
and pass holders, and drop-in swimmers.  The following diagrams and tables provide 
guidelines staff will use to determine space use the various activities enjoyed by our 
patrons.  These are based on Phase II guidance and may be adjusted as required by 
the status of the pandemic and any additional public health requirements and 
directives. 

 

 
  

Wakefield Aquatics Center 

Pool Space  Activity Swimmers/Session 

CPool -B (8-Lanes) Lap Swimming 16 

CPool – H (4-Lanes) Lap Swimming  8 

   

CPool – Shallow (4-Lanes) Lap Swimming (20m) 8 

CPool- Shallow (office side) Water Exercise 5 

CPool – Deep (4-Lanes) Lap Swimming (20m) 8 

IPool (4-Lanes) Lap Swimming 8 

Diving Well Diving 6 Divers (3/Board) 

Diving Well  Water Jogging 8 

Washington-Liberty Aquatics Center 

Pool Space Activity Slots 

C-Pool-A (6-Lanes) Lap Swimming 12 

CPool-X (10-Lanes) Lap Swimming 20 

CPool-H (4-Lanes) Lap Swimming 8 

CPool (Shallow Area) Water Exercise 12 

CPool (Deep Water) Water Jogging/Exercise 9 

Diving Well  Diving 6 Divers (3/Board) 

I-Pool Water Walking 3 
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16 
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Washington-Liberty 

 

 

 

Yorktown Aquatics Center 

 
 

Yorktown Aquatics Center 

Pool Space  Activity Swimmers/Session 

CPool -B (8-Lanes) Lap Swimming 16 

CPool – A (6-Lanes) Lap Swimming  12 

CPool – Shallow (4-Lanes) Water Exercise 5 

CPool- Deep (4-Lanes  Water Exercise 5 

Diving Well Diving 6 Divers (3/Board) 

Diving Well  Water Jogging 4 

I-Pool  Water Walking 4 
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COMMUNITY PARTNERS PROGRAMS (SWIM TEAMS, DIVING PRACTICES AND SWIM CLINICS) 
 
All community partner program who wish to use the APS Aquatics Centers to conduct 
their practices must adhere to these guidelines. Team representatives and coaches 
will be expected to assist the APS Aquatics staff to ensure athletes follow these 
guidelines. Failure to comply with the established guidelines may result in the 
termination of the agreement for the entire year. 
 
General Guidelines: 
 
Community partners programs participants will: 
 

▪ Wear face covering when entering and exiting the building and when not in the 
shower or water. 

▪ Stand in line on the dotted segments that are clearly labeled for physical 
distancing while waiting to enter the facility.  

▪ Enter the facility thought the main doors and proceed to the check-in station 
located in the pool classroom or in the designated area. 

o Team members age 17 and younger must have a parent with them to 
legally answer questions, or have the documentation sent in and signed 
by a parent. 

▪ Once cleared the athlete will proceed to the locker rooms to shower before 
swimming. 

▪ After showering, the participants will wear their face covering and place all 
personal items of   clothing  

▪ Proceed to the staff designated area on deck place the bad in the marked 
areas. 

▪ Remove the face covering and take their position in the coaches assigned 
lanes. 

▪ After the practice is complete swimmers will put on their mask, grab their 
belongings and exit through the emergency egress door directly off the pool 
deck. 

 
Coaches:  
Must always wear masks and stay 10-feet from each other. Coaches must oversee 
their own section of lanes. There will be no physical contact between coaches and 
participants. 
 
Equipment:  

▪ All athletes must keep all their belongings inside one bag. The bags must be 
placed in the designated area on deck.   
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▪ Any training equipment must be provided by the Clinic.  Coaches and team 
representative are responsible for sanitation of all equipment provided before 
and after each practice/session. 

▪ APS Aquatics will not provide storage for clinic equipment 
▪ Personal fins and kick boards are permitted and should be dipped in pool 

water and place at their assigned end of the lane when ready for practice.  
▪ APS Aquatics will not allow access to shared equipment during Phase II. 
▪ Equipment provided by the team/clinic is the responsibility of the Coaches or 

team representatives and must be removed from the premises after each 
practice 
 

Dryland Exercises:   
At this time the pool cannot accommodate dryland exercises, unless otherwise 
indicated below.  Coaches are welcome to arrange for other space on campus 
where these may be conducted. 

Communication:   
▪ We suggest workouts should be printed and placed at the end of each lane to 

help facilitate communication between coaches and athletes, especially as 
they will be resting at opposite ends of the pool 

▪ Lower level groups will rely more heavily on verbal communication. 
 
Group Meetings:   

▪ There will be no gathering outside of the pool. Team breakdowns will happen in 
their lane at the end of the practice. Team meetings that may normally occur on 
deck at the end of practice must now be conducted off-site via other means. 

Parents:   
▪ Parents should be encouraged to remain in their cars.  
▪ Parents who chose to remain on deck must be complete the COVID-19 

health questionnaire and remain seated in the areas designated by the pool 
staff and maintain 10-feet distance (as marked by the facility).   

 
Guidelines for Specific Activities 
 
Swim Teams 
In addition to check in guidelines and procedures, Diving Teams that wish to use the APS 
Aquatics Centers to conduct their practices must adhere to these additional guidelines.  Team 
representatives and coaches will be expected to assist the APS Aquatics staff to ensure 
athletes follow these guidelines. Failure to comply with the established guidelines may result 
in the termination of the facility use agreement for the entire year. 
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Pool / Lane space:   

Swim teams usually organize swimmers by lane based on skill and speed which permits the 
use of circle swimming.  During Phase II, swim teams will be allowed 3 swimmers per assigned 
lane. 

 

Coaches will be responsible for 
organizing the practices such 
that 10-foot distancing is 
maintained between sets and 
resting period. The following 
diagram form USA Swimming 
should be considered. 

 
Diving Teams 
 
In addition to check in guidelines and procedures, Diving Teams that wish to use the APS 
Aquatics Centers to conduct their practices must adhere to these additional guidelines.  Team 
representatives and coaches will be expected to assist the APS Aquatics staff to ensure 
athletes follow these guidelines. Failure to comply with the established guidelines may result 
in the termination of the facility use agreement for the entire year. 
 
Pool space:  Teams should plan their practice session to ensure that athletes can 
maintain required distancing. Groups must not exceed 6 divers per sessions (3-
diver/Board) 
 

Dryland Exercises:   

Due to the small number of divers per session, dryland exercises will be permitted 
for diving teams provided that: 

▪ Athletes must be positioned to maintain the required 10-foot distancing 
▪ Mats must be provided for and remain the property and responsibility of 

the diving team using the space at a given time. 
▪ Mats are used by ONLY one diver for each session. 

▪ Mats are disinfected before and after each practice by the coaching 
staff. 

▪ APS Aquatics will NOT provide storage for the mats. 
 
Swim Clinics 
 
Swim Clinics who wish to use the APS Aquatics Centers to conduct their program 
must adhere to these guidelines.  Clinic representatives and coaches will be expected 
to assist the APS Aquatics staff to ensure clinic participants follow these guidelines. 
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Failure to comply with the established guidelines may result in the termination of the 
facility use agreement for the current and future clinics. 
 
Lane space:  Clinics will be limited to three (3) swimmers per lane.   
 
▪ Clinic staff must structure drills so that swimmers are never less than 10 feet away 

from each other while resting or entering the pool. 
▪ Two of the swimmers must be assigned an entry point on opposite sides of the 

pool; the third swimmer will be assigned a standby/resting spot 10 feet away from 
the other swimmers (i.e. forward of the “T”).  Refer to USA Swimming guidelines.   

 

Group Meetings:   
▪ There will be no group gathering on the pool deck.  
▪ Pre and post clinic chats may be conducted outside or in the spectator area while 

maintaining physical distancing and face covering guidelines.   
▪ If post-clinic talk occurs in the spectator area swimmers will exit via the left front 

doors  
 

Water Polo Teams: 

Water polo teams that wish to use the APS Aquatics Centers to conduct their 
practices must adhere to these guidelines.  Team representatives and coaches 
will be expected to assist the APS Aquatics staff to ensure athletes follow these 
guidelines. Failure to comply with the established guidelines may result in the 
termination of the facility user agreement for the entire year. 
 
Pool space:  Teams should plan their practice session to ensure that athletes can 
maintain required distancing.  The number of swimmers in each session will be directly 
impacted by the pool space the team is assigned. 
 

▪ Diving Well (Wakefield): No more than 6 players 
▪ Six lane Pool (W-L):  No more than 12 players 
▪ Four Lane Pool (WL or WK Deep):  No more than 8 players 

 
Training: 
▪ Workouts will require athletes to stay away from each other.  
▪ Swimming warmups and other skill drills that minimize the use of balls are 

recommended. 
▪ Any games that are played and drills done will need to be adjusted so that 

athletes can be physically distant from each other. 
 
Equipment:  
▪ Water polo balls and caps are the responsibility of the group and must be 

disinfected after every practice. 

https://www.usaswimming.org/docs/default-source/coaching-resourcesdocuments/covid-19-team-resources/facility-reopening-plan-guidelines.pdf?sfvrsn=8a533a32_2
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▪  Goals will be provided by APS Aquatics and will be disinfected after every practice.  

 
Synchronized Swimming: 
 
Synchronized swimming teams that wish to use the APS Aquatics Centers to conduct 
their practices must adhere to these guidelines.  Team representatives and coaches 
will be expected to assist the APS Aquatics staff to ensure athletes follow these 
guidelines. Failure to comply with the established guidelines may result in the 
termination of the facility use agreeement for the entire year. 
 
Pool space:  Teams should plan their practice session to ensure that athletes can 
maintain required distancing.  The number of swimmers in each session will be directly 
impacted by the pool space the team is assigned. 
 

▪ Diving Well (Wakefield): No more than 6 swimmers 
▪ Diving Well areas (W-L):  No more than 8 swimmers 

 
DPR Programs - Phase III 
 
Virginia Forward guidelines for indoor swimming pools allow for limited water safety and 
learn to swim instructional activities during Phase II provided health screening, face covering, 
physical distancing and capacity guidelines are maintained.   It is anticipated that risk 
mitigating strategies such as physical distancing, face covering, and capacity control will 
remain in effect through Phase III.  The guidelines render the delivery of a traditional 
instructional water safety and swimming program very difficult.   
 
APS Aquatics has consulted American Red Cross (ARC) and Starfish Aquatics International (SAI) 
revised guidelines and participated in several aquatics’ professional discussion groups and 
forums to obtain guidance on how best to support or deliver an instructional program.  The 
guidelines presented here reflect this information and are consistent with guidance received 
from Virginia and local health department officials.  The approach is responsive to physical 
distancing and capacity guidelines.   
 

Parent & Child, Pre-School, Learn to Swim and Group Water Fitness  

 

The space limitations set forth by the Phase II guidelines for this type of activity in conjunction 
with individual programs requirement, demand careful planning of space utilization and a 
non-traditional approach to instruction.  APS Aquatics will collaborate with Parks & Recreation 
(DPR) to offer limited opportunities for Water Safety instruction for children and Group Water 
Fitness classes for adults and seniors during Phase II.  As new guidelines are released APS 
Aquatics and DPR will evaluate the feasibility to expand offering or return to the standard 
programs previously offered by DPR 
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General Guidelines 
 

▪ Class offerings will be limited and the number of participants per class session will be 
based on 10-foot distancing within the instructional space. 

▪ Class participants will enter through the front doors, wearing face covering, 
and proceed to the COVID-19 health check in.  Parent will complete the 
questionnaire for their child and for themselves 

▪ Face coverings must be worn while in the aquatics center, except when 
swimming or for children under 3-years old.   

▪ Face coverings are not required during water exercise classes. 

▪ Once cleared participants will proceed to the locker rooms to change and 
take a shower before swimming. 

▪ Parent not participating in the instruction will be directed to a specific location on the 
bleachers and will maintain 10-foot distancing. 

▪ Instructor must submit to a standard health screening by the APS MOD 
(same procedures used for APS employees) 

▪ Instructors in the water will be required to wear face shields during the 
lessons.  While instructing from the deck, face shields may be replaced with 
face coverings. 

▪ Group lesson instructor to student ration will depend on the skill level of the 
group and will be based on safety requirement and maintaining 10-foot 
distancing 

▪ Instructional pools will be set with distinct teaching sections separated by ropes to 
be sure each group is separated from the others. 

Equipment: 

▪ Kick boards will be assigned to each child as needed at the beginning of 
each class periods.  Equipment will be sanitized between groups. 

▪ Used equipment will be separated from sanitized equipment. 
▪ Instructors will be responsible for disinfecting equipment used in class at 

the end of each instructional session  
▪ All toys and instructional aides will always remain in the water in the 

station's mesh bag. 

Class check-in: 

▪ Check-in will be located at the front desk and will include a health screening 
▪ COVID-19 Questionnaire must be completed by class participant or 

parent/guardian.  
▪ Once cleared the participant will proceed to the family changing room or 

locker room to change and shower before swimming. 
▪ Clothing and personal belongings should be put in a bag, taken on deck, 

and placed in the area designated for the class.   
▪ All clothing items including face covering should be placed in the personal 

bag.  Only one bag will be allowed per person. 
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▪ After class is complete, members will grab their belongings, put on their 
mask and exit through the exit door located on the pool deck 

▪ Restrooms in the family changing rooms will be available during class time. 
▪ Only one parent or guardian will be allowed to stay in the pool during class time.  

Parents must stay on the designated bleacher in the designated sitting spots.   
 

Parent & Child and Pre-School Classes: 

▪ Classes will be 30 minutes sessions 
▪ One parent must actively participate in the class to assist the child and maintain safety. 

▪ Parents should arrive 15 minutes before the schedule class time to allow for check-in 
procedures to be completed. 

▪ Classes will be held in the instructional pool  

▪ Parent and child classes will not exceed 5-participants groups (one parent/one child). 

▪ Pre-School classes will not exceed 5-participants groups (parent and child) 
▪ Instructors will remain on deck and will always wear a face covering or face shield 

 
Child, Youth and Adult Swim Classes: 

▪ Learn to swim classes will be 30 minutes sessions 

▪ Parents/Students should arrive 15 minutes before the scheduled class time to allow for 
check-in procedures to be completed. 

▪ Classes will be held in the instructional pool or competition pool based on level. 

▪ Classes will not exceed 9-participants (3 participants/instructional group) 

▪ Instructors will be in the water wearing face shields for levels 1-3.  Instructional aides 
will be used to provide support and allow instructors to maintain distance.   

▪ Instructors will be in the water and wear face shields.  Face shields may be replaced 
with face coverings when not in the water. 

▪ Instructors will remain on deck wearing face coverings for level 4-5. 
 

Water Exercise Classes: 

▪ Water exercise classes will be scheduled for 45 minutes. 

▪ Participants should arrive 15 minutes before the scheduled class time to allow for 
check-in procedures to be completed, included the COVID-19 health screening. 

▪ Once cleared, participants should proceed directly to the locker room to change and 
shower before swimming 

▪ Personal belongings should be put in a bag and take with the participant to the class 
designated area on deck 

▪ Bags should be placed on the designated spots on deck adjacent to the where the class 
is being conducted. 

▪ At the end of the class, participants replace their face coverings and exit immediately 
using the emergency exit doors directly from the pool deck 
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Class Schedule Sample 
 
The following table provides guidance on how the program may be scheduled.  
APS will require confirmation of DPR program before operating hours change to 
school year in order to allow for the scheduling of public swim sessions for the 
Fall.  There is flexibility in the class type being offered at a given time, as much as 
possible the times should remain consistent.  Check in for classes must be 
planned as to not coincide with check in for other activities to avoid overcrowding 
of entrance ways and locker rooms.   

 

Class Schedule Sample 

 
Times Class Type Day(s) # Groups 

4:30-5:00 pm Pre-School 
Mon & Thur 

2 

5:00-5:30 pm Parent & Child 1 

NOTE:  Classes at Yorktown may not start before 5:30 

5:30-6:00 pm Swim Class-Child 

Mon & Thur 

2 

6:00-6:30 pm Pre-School 2 

6:30-7:00 pm 
Swim Class - Child 

4 

7:00-7:30 pm 4 

7:30-8:00 pm Swim Class- Adult 3 

4:30-5:00 pm Parent & Child 

Tue & Wed 

1 

5:00-5:30 pm 
Pre-School 

2 

5:30-6:00 pm 2 

6:00-6:30 pm Parent & Child 2 

6:30-7:00 pm Swim Class - Child 4 

7:00-7:30 pm 4 

7:30-8:00 pm Swim Class- Adult 3 

8:30-9:00 am Pre-School 

Saturday 

2 

9:00-9:30 am Parent & Child 1 

9:30-10:00 am Swim Class - Child 4 

10:00-10:30 am 4 

10:30-11:00 am Pre-School 2 

11:00-11:30 am 2 

11:30-12:00 pm Parent and Child 1 

12:00-12:30 pm Swim Class - Child  4 

12:30-1:00 pm Swim Class- Adult  3 

NO CLASSES Sunday  

 
Times Class Type Day(s) # Groups 

6:00-6:450 pm 

FITNESS CLASSES -WL 

Tue & Thu 
9 

Participants 

7:00-7:45 pm 

8:00-8:45 am 
Saturday 

9:00-9:45 am 

6:00-6:45 pm 

FITNESS CLASSES -YT 

Mon & Wed 
8 

Participants 

7:00-7:45 pm 

8:00-8:45 am  

9:00-9:45 am 
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10:00-10:45 am 

Senior Fitness Classes:  APS will evaluate the participation during Senior Swim sessions to 
determine space availability to conduct 55+ Senior Aerobics classes during these times;  if 

space is not available, APS will explore alternative times and provide availability for fall 
programs  at a later time 

 

Arlington Aquatic Club (AAC) 

 
▪ AAC coaches and athletes will be subject to the same guidelines, previously 

outlined for swim team, including the face covering requirement and a limit of 3-
swimmer/lane. 

▪ Team representatives and coaches will be expected to assist the APS Aquatics staff to 
ensure athletes follow these guidelines. Failure to comply with the established guidelines 
may result in suspension of the coach, the athlete or the program in general.  Additional 
requirements include: 

▪ Once cleared the athlete will present his/membership pass to be logged in and 
proceed to the locker rooms to shower before swimming. 

 
Equipment:  
▪ Any training equipment must be provided by AAC.  Coaches and team 

representative are responsible for sanitation of all equipment provided before and 
after each practice/session. 

▪ Coaches will store disinfected equipment off the deck in the space designated by 
APS Aquatics.  Storage crates must be clearly marked as “disinfected” or “Not 
Clean” and locked.   

▪ APS Aquatics will not allow access to shared equipment during Phase II. 
▪ Equipment provided by the team/clinic is the responsibility of the Coaches or 

team representatives and must be removed from the premises after each practice 
 
Pool / Lane space:   

Swim teams usually organize swimmers by lane based on skill and speed which permits the 
use of circle swimming.  During Phase II, swim teams will be allowed 3 swimmers per assigned 
lane. 

 

Coaches will be responsible for organizing the practices such that 10-foot distancing is 
maintained between sets and resting period. The following diagram form USA Swimming 
should be considered.  See Swimmer Lane Assignment B shown under Swim Teams 
 
The following table represents the schedule and space availability for pool use by 
AAC’s in the Fall, during Phase II.  As Phase III guidelines become available, this space 
allocation and number of swimmers per lanes may be adjusted as permitted.  APS will 
work to provide equitable access to all groups and program that use our pools and 
consider opportunities to expand the space allocation for AAC. 
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Wakefield Aquatics Center (Starting August 31) 

Time of Day  Monday-Friday Lanes No Swimmers 

4:45-5:00 am  Check in 
CPool (1-4) 

12 

5:00-6:30 am Swim 

6:15-6:30 am Check in 
CPool (1-4) 

12 

6:30-8:00 am Swim 

Time of Day  Monday-Friday Lanes No Swimmers 

3:30-3:45pm CPool (1-8) CPool (1-8) 
I Pool (1-4) 

24 

3:45-5:15 pm Swim 12 

5:00-5:15 pm Check in 
CPool (1-4) 

12 

5:15-6:45 pm Swim 

Time of Day Saturday Lane No Swimmers 

5:45 - 6:00 am Check in CPool (1-8) 
I Pool (1-4) 

24 

6:00-7:30 am Swim 12 

7:15-7:30 am Check in CPool (1-8) 24 

7:30-9:00 am Swim 

Washington-Liberty Aquatics Center (Starting Sept 14) 

3:30-3:45pm Check in 
CPool (1-10) 

30 

3:45-4:45 pm Swim 

4:30-4:45  Check in 
CPool (1-10) 

30 

4:45-5:30  Swim 

 
Arlington Masters 
 
▪ During Phase II, and if reservations are required to access the APS pools, Arlington Masters 

will be required to reserve a lane using the APS booking system.  
▪ Masters designated 45-min swim session will be set up Swim sessions will be set up 

Monday-Thursday from 8:30-9:15 and for 60 minutes on Sunday from 6:30-7:30. Sessions 
will be limited to 12 swimmers.   

▪ Reservations will be limited to Washington-Liberty pool and follow the same process as 
other swim sessions described previously) 

▪ Face masks are required to enter the facility and must remain on while on the deck. 
▪ Swimmers should arrive 15 minutes before the regularly scheduled practice time to allow 

for check in 
▪ Face masks are required to enter the facility and must remain on except while swimming. 
▪ Participant will enter the facility through the main entrance and proceed to the designated 

area to complete the health screening questionnaire 
▪ Once cleared they will proceed to the front desk to be checked in and assigned 

a lane 
▪ After checking in, swimmers will proceed to the locker rooms to change and 

shower before swimming 
▪ All clothing items including their mask will be placed in their bag. 
▪ Proceed to the designated deck are to place bags and report to the assigned lanes 
▪ After practice is complete, swimmers will grab their belongings, put on their mask 

and exit through the main entrance. 
 
Equipment: 
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▪ Personal fins, kick boards and other training aids are also permitted and should be dipped 
immediately upon reporting to assigned lane. 

▪ APS Aquatics will not have training equipment available during Phase II 
 
OTHER PROGRAMS 
 
APS Aquatics will continue to monitor changes and updates to the guidelines provided by 
state and local authorities and expand operations to include the following activities as 
permitted.  Programs that will be reassessed include: 
 

Lifeguard Training Classes 

  
Lifeguard training requirements for in water rescue skills practice do not permit maintaining 
physical distancing.  Once courses can resume, APS Aquatics will offer training classes using 
the following guidelines. 

 

Pre-Class Procedure: 

 
▪ Before the class begins the instructor will reach out to each participant 

individually to discuss the revised flow and the new safety standards that will be 
met in class. 

▪ Each participant will receive their own PPE upon the start of the class 
consisting of a Lifeguard Hip-Pack containing a resuscitation mask, disposable 
gloves, and a whistle and lanyard 

 

Class Check-in: 
 
▪ Participants will arrive at the building wearing a face covering, enter through the 

main entrance, and proceed to the check-in station. 
▪ Anyone failing to meet requirements for entry to the aquatics center and 

program will be asked to reschedule. 
▪ Students who have had any signs of illness within 24 hours of the class should 

reschedule for a future class. 
▪ While inside the building, a face covering must always be worn  while not in 

the water.  Instructors will wear a face covering during the class and whenever 
inside the building. Face coverings are provided by the individual participant 
and will not be available from APS Aquatics 

 

Class Flow: 

▪ All personal belongings must fit into one bag and placed on a yellow dot on the 
west side of the competition pool. 
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▪ Students will enter through the front doors and proceed to the check-in 
station. 

 
Lifeguard Training Class Schedule 

Class schedule will be announced on the APS Aquatics webpage, at the pools, and via 
email alerts as soon as training can resume 
 

APS Aquatics Summer Camps 
 
APS Aquatics Water Adventure Camps are suspended until further notice.  Camp 
program will be re-evaluated, and new guidelines are made available.   
 
ARLINGTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS WATER SAFETY AND LIFETIME FITNESS PROGRAMS 
(Elementary and high school swimming) 
 
▪ APS instructional program will be evaluated along with all other Physical Education 

and Health curriculum activities and follow guidelines for students attending APS 
schools. 

▪ Students may be required to comply with additional guidelines specific to indoor 
pools, including physical distancing and face covering.   

▪ Both requirements will guide how the Water Safety and Lifetime Fitness curriculum 
will be modified. 

 
Elementary Swimming 
 
▪ School based elementary swimming program will be suspended if there is a 

requirement for physical distancing in the pools and on the buses.  It is not feasible to 
transport all third and fourth graders to the pools for in-water instruction.   

▪ APS Aquatics will work with Physical Education and Health to develop a Water Safety 
awareness program based on American Red Cross Whales Tales. This is a classroom 
based modular program that introduces elementary aged children to basic water 
safety concepts.   

▪ APS Aquatics instructors when permitted, will deliver a series of 30-45 minutes 
sessions to students at school while maintaining guidelines applicable to this type of 
instruction 

o Session include videos, demonstrations and individual to ensure required 
physical distancing.  Instructors will wear face covering and adhere to APS 
policy for admission to schools 

o Dryland activities that reinforce or mimic swimming motor skills and permit 
student to be physically as well as intellectually engaged 

o In water activities will be considered as guidelines change 
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High School Swimming 
 
▪ The APS developed Canvas based program available now to student in alternative 

secondary programs, will be made available to all students as part of the Physical 
Education (Phys. Ed) curriculum.  This program can be presented virtually and should 
be deployed as part of the standard virtual curriculum. 

▪ Depending on APS returning to school model and deployment of Physical Education 
curriculum, APS Aquatics will work with Phys. Ed. faculty to include in-water 
swimming instruction to small groups during a regular class rotation.  

▪ Swimming rotation may assist in managing physical distancing and capacity in the 
gymnasium and fields by providing an additional teaching area. 

▪ Physical distancing standards effective at the time will dictate the number of students 
that can be participate at a given time. 

 
COMMUNICATIONS PLAN 
 
▪ Details of the APS Aquatics Reopening plan and any future updates and modification  will 

be published on our website at www.apsva.us/aquatics  and will also be communicated 
though public presentations and Q&A sessions conducted virtually including but not 
exclusive to, meetings of the Aquatics Committee, and via email alerts and Twitter 
announcements, and written announcement posted at the pools. 

▪ APS Aquatics will work closely with School and Community Relations to ensure patrons 
and citizens are kept informed of changes affecting pool operations 

o Updates will be issued as needed to keep patrons informed of changes to the 
operating schedule, program offerings and COVID-19 specific guidelines. 

▪ Patron will be given opportunities to provide feedback and make suggestion via a survey 
that will be available on our website and the self-service portal  

 
CONCLUSION 
 
The success of the operation of APS Aquatics Centers during this pandemic is dependent on 
the continued commitment to providing safe and equitable access to all user groups, in 
accordance with policy and public health requirements.  This document will be reviewed and 
updated as guidance from state, local officials, and APS Leadership decisions require. 

 

 

http://www.apsva.us/aquatics
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COVID.-19 SCREENING QUESTIONAIRE    
FOR PATRONS AND STAFF 

 

The safety of our employees, supplier partners, and customers remains our organization’s 
overriding priority.  To help prevent the spread of COVID-19 and reduce the potential risk of 
exposure to our workforce and visitors, we are conducting a simple screening questionnaire 

as mandated by VDH.  We appreciate your time and collaboration 

Name Phone  

Group (When applicable) Parent (for minors) 

E-Mail Address: 

YES  NO  QUESTION 

  
Are you currently experiencing fever (100.4 
degrees Fahrenheit or higher) or a sense of 
having a fever? 

  
Are you experiencing new cough that cannot be 
attributed to another health condition? 

  
Are you experiencing new shortness of breath 
that cannot be attributed to another health 
condition? 

  
Are you experiencing new chills cannot be 
attributed to another health condition 

  
Are you experiencing new sore throat that 
cannot be attributed to another health 
condition? 

  
Are you experiencing new muscle aches cannot 
be attributed to another health condition or 
specific activity (such as physical exercise) 

  
Are you experiencing a new loss of taste or smell? 

  
Have you been in contact with someone in the past 
14 days with suspected or confirmed COVID-19? 

This questionnaire must be answered upon each new day’s entry to the facility 

Access to Facility is:    * Approved    * Denied  Staff Initials 

Signature 
(Parent/Guardian for carpool or self-driving child) 

Date 

The information requested on this form will be used to determine if you may 
enter our facilities. Any questions should be directed regarding this survey 

should be directed to helena.machado@apsva.us 

 

mailto:helena.machado@apsva.us
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Adult Participant Waiver, Release, and Indemnification of All Claims 
 

Acknowledgment of Risk 
 
I hereby acknowledge and agree that participation in the aquatics program and 

activities (“Aquatics Program”) of the School Board of Arlington County, (“APS”) 

comes with inherent risks. I have full knowledge and understanding of the inherent 

risks associated with  participation in the Aquatics Program, including but in no way 

limited to: (1) slips, trips, and falls, (2) drowning and other aquatic injuries, (3) 

athletic injuries, and (4) illness, including exposure to and infection with viruses or 

bacteria. I further acknowledge that the preceding list is not inclusive of all possible 

risks associated with participation in the Aquatics Program and that said list in no 

way limits the operation of this Agreement. 

 
Coronavirus / COVID-19 Warning & Disclaimer 
 
Coronavirus, COVID-19 is an extremely contagious virus that spreads easily through 

person-to-person contact. Federal and state authorities recommend social distancing 

as a means to prevent the spread of the virus. COVID-19 can lead to severe illness, 

personal injury, permanent disability, and death.  Participating in Aquatics programs 

or accessing Arlington Public Schools Aquatics facilities could increase the risk of 

contracting COVID-19. APS in no way warrants that COVID-19 infection will not occur 

through participation in the Aquatics Programs or accessing APS aquatics facilities. 

 
Waiver, Release, and Indemnification 
 
To the extent permitted by law, and in consideration of my participation in the 

Aquatics Program, including membership type of any kind, I, the undersigned 

participant, on behalf of myself, my heirs, representatives, executors, 

administrators, and assigns, HEREBY DO RELEASE the School Board of Arlington 

County, its officers, directors, employees, volunteers, agents, representatives and 

insurers (“Releasees”) from any causes of action, claims, or demands of any nature 

whatsoever including, but in no way limited to, claims of negligence, which I, my 

heirs, representatives, executors, administrators and assigns may have, now or in 

the future, against APS on account of personal injury, property damage, death or 

accident of any kind, arising out of or in any way related to the use of APS aquatics 

facilities/equipment or participation in the Aquatics Programs whether that 

participation is supervised or unsupervised, however the injury or damage occurs, 

including, but not limited to the negligence of Releasees. 

_________Initial 
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In consideration of my participation in the Aquatics Program, and to the greatest 

extent permitted by law, I, the undersigned participant, agree to INDEMNIFY AND 

HOLD HARMLESS Releasees from any and all causes of action, claims, demands, 

losses, or costs of any nature whatsoever arising out of or in any way related to my 

Aquatics participation. 

 

I hereby certify that I have full knowledge of the nature and extent of the risks 

inherent in Aquatics Program and that I am voluntarily assuming said risks. I 

understand that I will be solely responsible for any loss or damage, including 

personal injury, property damage, or death, I sustain while participating in Aquatics 

Program and that by signing this agreement I HEREBY RELEASE Releasees from all 

liability for such loss, damage, or death. I further certify that I am in good health and 

that I have no conditions or impairments which would preclude my safe 

participation. 

 
I further certify that that I am of lawful age and otherwise legally competent to sign 

this agreement. I further understand that the terms of this agreement are legally 

binding and certify that I am signing this agreement, after having carefully read it, 

of my own free will. 

 

Participant Signature       Participant Name (Print Clearly) 
 

Date 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4847-6813-3569, v. 1 
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Minor Participant Waiver, Release, and Indemnification of All Claims  
 
Acknowledgment of Risk 
The undersigned, in my legal capacity as the parent/guardian of the minor named 

below (“Minor”), do hereby acknowledge and agree that participation in the 

aquatics program and activities (“Aquatics Program”) of the School Board of 

Arlington County, (“APS”) comes with inherent risks. I have full knowledge and 

understanding of the inherent risks associated with  participation in the Aquatics 

Program, including but in no way limited to: (1) slips, trips, and falls, (2) drowning 

and other aquatic injuries, (3) athletic injuries, and (4) illness, including exposure to 

and infection with viruses or bacteria. I further acknowledge that the preceding list is 

not inclusive of all possible risks associated with participation in the Aquatics 

Program and that said list in no way limits the operation of this Agreement. 

 
Coronavirus / COVID-19 Warning & Disclaimer 
 
Coronavirus, COVID-19 is an extremely contagious virus that spreads easily through 

person-to-person contact. Federal and state authorities recommend social distancing 

as a means to prevent the spread of the virus. COVID-19 can lead to severe illness, 

personal injury, permanent disability, and death.  Participating in Aquatics programs 

or accessing Arlington Public Schools Aquatics facilities could increase the risk of 

contracting COVID-19. APS in no way warrants that COVID-19 infection will not occur 

through participation in the Aquatics Programs or accessing APS aquatics facilities. 

 
Waiver, Release, and Indemnification 
 
To the extent permitted by law, and in consideration of the Minor’s participation in 

the Aquatics Program, including membership types of any kind, the undersigned on 

behalf of myself, the Minor, my heirs, representatives, executors, administrators, 

and assigns, HEREBY DO RELEASE the School Board of Arlington County, its officers, 

directors, employees, volunteers, agents, representatives and insurers (“Releasees”) 

from any causes of action, claims, or demands of any nature whatsoever including, 

but in no way limited to, claims of negligence, which I, the Minor, my heirs, 

representatives, executors, administrators and assigns may have, now or in the 

future, against APS on account of personal injury, property damage, death or 

accident of any kind, arising out of or in any way related to the use of APS aquatics 

facilities/equipment or participation in the Aquatics Programs whether that 

participation is supervised or unsupervised, however the injury or damage occurs, 

including, but not limited to the negligence of Releasees. 

_________Initial 
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In consideration of the Minor’s participation in the Aquatics Program, and to the 

greatest extent permitted by law, I, the undersigned parent/guardian of the Minor, 

agree to INDEMNIFY AND HOLD HARMLESS Releasees from any and all causes of 

action, claims, demands, losses, or costs of any nature whatsoever arising out of or in 

any way related to the named minor’s participation in the Aquatics Program. 

 

I hereby certify on behalf of myself and the Minor that I have full knowledge of the 

nature and extent of the risks inherent in Aquatics Program and that I, on behalf of 

myself and the Minor, am voluntarily assuming said risks. I understand that I and the 

Minor will be solely responsible for any loss or damage, including personal injury, 

property damage, or death, the named Minor sustains while participating in Aquatics 

Program and that by signing this agreement I, on behalf of myself and the Minor, 

HEREBY RELEASE Releasees from all liability for such loss, damage, or death. I further 

certify that the Minor is in good health and has no conditions or impairments which 

would preclude his/her safe participation. 

 
I further certify that that I am of lawful age and otherwise legally competent to sign 

this agreement. I further understand that the terms of this agreement are legally 

binding and certify that I am signing this agreement, after having carefully read it, 

of my own free will. 

 

________________________________ 

Name of Minor (Print Clearly)  

 

Parent/Guardian Signature            Parent/Guardian Name (Print Clearly) 
 

Date 
 
4840-4055-3153, v. 1 

 


